Instructor guidance on COVID-19 and students in your class

This flowchart is based on Institute guidance posted here: https://provost.gatech.edu/communications-protocol-facultystudents-positive-covid-19-case

Please encourage your students to contact you if they are a contact, symptomatic, or COVID-19+. It is the only certain way that you will know that they may need accommodations.

A student told me they tested positive

Were they tested on-campus or off-campus?

Off

The Dean of Students told me they were ill or a contact and required to isolate

On

The student told me they have symptoms or were in close contact with a COVID-19+ person.

1. Advise the student to immediately report their test result to Stamps Health Services via this link.
2. Inform Stamps via email to benjamin.holton@health.gatech.edu that this student told you they are COVID-19 positive.
3. Assure the student that you will work with them to achieve the course’s learning objectives.
4. Identify and agree upon the necessary accommodations.
5. Do NOT share this information with your class or with anyone else.

1. Assure the student that you will work with them to achieve the course’s learning objectives.
2. Identify and agree upon the necessary accommodations.
3. If you receive a notification from the Dean of Students you may, but are not required to, notify those students who were in class on the dates provided using Canvas and the sample message provided in this link.
4. Do NOT share this information with your class or with anyone else.

1. Advise the student to follow this decision tree.
2. Assure the student that you will work with them to achieve the course’s learning objectives.
3. Identify and agree upon the necessary accommodations.
4. Do NOT share this information with your class or with anyone else.